
CHAPTER V 

Q.J.ine, Logical Positivists and Kant•s Thesis 

·The question ·'Does synt~etic a priori propositions 

exist ?' may be restated as J Are all a priori propositions 

analytic ? Both Kant and the logical positivists recognise 

a relation between the concept of 'analyticity• and that of 

• a priority•. Again, they admit another relation, a relation . 

between necessity. and analyti7ity. Inspite of their 

recognition of these relati~ns, we find Kant asserting a 

thesis which is opposed by the posi·tivists. We may naturally'" 

ask about the relations bet~een I 

(i) necessity and analyticity1 and 

(ii) a priority and analyticity, 



Three possible answers are J 

(ti) The first and the second conjuncts in each ca.se, i. e. , 

(i) and (ii) are co .. extens.i.ve.· 

(b) '!be second conjunct impl·ies the first· in each case. 

{c) The 'first conjunct imp~ies the second in each case. 

Among these possible answers Kant accepts only· (b), a 

logical positivist all the three and Quine none, for Quine 

does not think that there are analytic propositioas. As 

Kant accepts (b), he is entitled to admit synthetic a priori 

propositions and he, in fact, asserts that there are such 

propositions. 8¥ accepting (a) and (c) a positivist loses 
. 

his right to recO•Jnise synth~tic:: a priori propositions and 
0 

in fact he denies that there are such propo~itions. For 
i 

Quina the question whether some synthetic propositions are 

a priori does not arise, since for him there is n? absolute 

analytic or synthetic proposition at. all. He.r:~ lies an 

important differ"-'ace between a positivi-st and gJ.ine. The 

positivists have an absolute conception of analytic or 

synthetic propositions. ~udging by that conception they 

identify or reject some judgments to be synthetic. !hey 

reject, e.g., 1the propositi6n '7 + 5 • 12 • to be synthetic, 

but by applying their own standard they characterise it as 

&n Ill yt .10. 

• 



A.J.Ayer writes, "a proposition is analytic when its 

validity depends soley on the definitions of the symbols it 

contains, and synthetic when its validity is determined by 

the facts of experience. Thus, the proposition, tThere are 

ants which have established a system of slavery' is a 

synthetic proposition. For we can not tell whether it is 
' 

tru~ or false merely by considering the definitions of the 

symbols whiah constitute it.· we have to resort to actual 

observation of the behaviour of ants. On the other hand, 

the proposition 'Either some ants are parasistic or none 

are• is an analytic proposition. For one need ndt resort 

to observation to discover that there either are or are not 
. 1 

ants which are parasistic •• • 

Quine, on the other hand, refuses to call the judgment •'" 

• 7 + 5 = 12 1 synthetic or analytic, for he does not recognise 

~Y. 'analytic-synthetic 1 distinct .ion among propositions. 

This theory of Quine, of course, may be interpreted as an 

opposition to Kant's thesis that some proposit~ons are 

synthetic a priori. 

. Let us take up logical positivism first. Logical 

positivism is q. brand of the Philosophy of Analysis. It 



owes its origin to, what is more popularly known as, the 

the Vienna Circle which ·consists of some students and 
...... 

teachers of the University of V1enna2 • The philosophy of 

the Vienna Circle, logical positivism, is also characterised 

as logical empiricism, and the fapt that it is a combination 

of 'the empiricism of the nineteenth century and the logical' 

methods that were developed, since that time.' is quite clear 

from this characterisation. The function of philosophy, 

logical positivism holds, is the lOQical analysis and 

clarification of meaning. It may be noted that the 

positivists• dissatisfaction with Kant's distinction between 
. . 

synthetic and analytic propositions lies on their analysis 

of the notion of •necessity•. 'lhe major motive behind :their 

philosophy of analysis is t'he elimination of metaphysics, the 

checking of the unlimited victory of speculative philosophy. 
' . 

The principle that helped them in this elimination is <::alled 

• the principle of verifica"Fion • .which means that a sentence 

to be meaningful must be emp~ricaily verifiable. 

·The pri.nciple of verification has ·sometimes· been used 

IP 

in the •strong' sense and at some other times in the •weak' 

sense. 'A proposition is said to be verifiable, in the strong 

sense af the t~r.m•, says A.J,Ayer, 'if, and only if, its truth 

could be conclusively established in experience. But it is 

ve:r:ifiable, in the weak sense, if it is possible for experience 

to render it probable'. 
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This principle of verification is believed to owe ··its 

arigin to L. Wittgenstein who holds that •to ~derstan~ a 

proposition means to know what is tl;le case if it is true' 3 ~ 

Meaning is treated to be something not different fran 

truth-value, and the logical positivists refer only to 

extensionar logic in their arguments. The principle of 

verification, the positivists believe, compel 'them to admit 

only two kinds of propositions, viz, analytic and empirical. 

In other words, they had to reject Kant's tnesis of synthetic 

a priori propositions. 

With reference to Kant's thesis 'som7 judgments are 

synthetic a priori' the discussion of positivism is very 

much re~evant, though it is, perhaps, true that there is no 

form of e!Upiricism which does not go against Kant • s thesis 

of • synthet.ic a priori •. Positivism does not present just 

an alternative thesis to that of Kant, it rather goes to 

the extreme pos~tion that synthetic·a priori propositions 

are logically ilupossible. M. Schlick, a leading member of 

this brand of empiricism holds 11 ••• as a matter of principle, 

all propositions are either synthetic a posteriori ~ 

tautologous, synthetic a pripri propositioos seem to it to 

be a logical impos.::iibility"4 _. 'Ihus if logical empiricism 
<II I • 

is true, Kant's thesis loses all possibility of survival. 

.. 



( 

'-· 

For the sake of convenience we may s~lit up the thesis 

of logiQal positivism into four sub-thesis, as done by 

B. Blansha.rd, viz, (1) all necessary staten1_ents are reports 

of linguistic usage7 (ii) they represent conventions' 

(iii) they are analytic and (iv) they do not say anYthin~ 

about fact. 

These sub-theses are inter ccnnected and they are, I 

think, so much inter coonected that anyone of them may be 

derived from the rest. 

(i) 'l'o see tnat a necessary proposition is a report 
9 . 

of linguistic usage let us consider the proposition • all 
l 

bachelors are unmarried• which will be reoognis.ed by all as 

necessary, though not as analytic. QJ.ine, for example, is 

not ready to characterise this proposition as analytic. 

Unlike the ratiorialists, the positivists hold that necessary 

propositions do not reveal relations between things, but 

between our own ideas or meanings. In the proposition • all 

bachelors are unmarried• we do not claim, the positivists 
r 

hold, to have any insight of·~:a re:tation between two attri-

.. 

butes, referr~d by the expr~ssians ',bachelor• and •unmarried'. 
I 

What :the proposition really declF.:I.r.es is that ·we are using 

these two expressions with the same reference. This will be 

... : ~-. '' 



clear if we universally quantity this proposition as 

1 (X) (BX)ux) •, which means that if there is anything 1 x• to 

which we apply 'B~ then we should not d~ny the application 

of 'u 1 with reference to that •x•. 

In the same way, the positivists hold, the propositiQQ 

'A material thiag oan not be in two places at once• expresses 

the conditions under which we should be prepared to u.se the 

words- •material thing • anO, not •. a pr~Dfoond and universal 

insight' into what being a ~~terial thing entails. 1 The 

questioo, 11what is the nature of a material thing ? 11 says 

.Professor Ayer, • is, like anyother question of that fo.rm, 

a linguistic question. And the propositions which are set 

forth in e.nswer to it. are linguistic propositions, even 

thou~h they may be ~xpressed in such a way that they may 

.. 

seem to be factual. 'Ihey are propositions about the relation

shi~ of symbols, and not about the properties of things ·which 

the symbols denote •5 • Thus a ne·c'essary proposition states 

about the usage of linguistic .expressions. 

{ii) .'ilia necessary propositions are linguistic 

conventions. A necessary pr~position, as stated above, does 

not express a relation between things, but a relation between 

symbols or linguistic expressions. As symbols have no 
·! 

meaning o.f their own, the relatiOAa between the symbols can 

not be something unalterable or fixed. The relation between, 
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say, 'bachelor•, and •unmarried' will hold good so long·· we 

stick to our determination to use these symbols in the 

fashion we now actually do. 'Ihus if we try to deny th~ 

proposition 'all bpchelors are unmarried' without altering 
• 

our determination or convention regarding the use of these 
I 

expressions, we will be contradicting ourselves. And it is 

to this fact, the positivists hold, that the necessary 

propositions owe their necessity. Conventions .have no 

intrinsic necessi ~Y of their own, they are man-made. 'Ihe 

necessary propositions are conventions and this is true, so 

the positivists believe, even about the principles, of 'logic .. 

and mathematics •. 'The principles of logic and mathematics•, 

Ayer. holds, •are true universally ?imply because we never 

allow them to be anything else • 6 • 

'.rhe theory that: neces~ary pL upositions are linguistic 

conventions admits of two versions, an extreme ·and a 

moderate. According to the extreme version, a necessary 

proposition states just the rules for the transformation of 

one set of symbols into another. 'l'he necessary propositions, 

are verbal propositions and this surely amounts to saying 

that the necessary propositiqns are empirical statements about 

how words are fctually used. 'lllis is definitely a major 

defect of this version of the lin'guistic thesis. It abolishes 

I '- the distinction between the n~r::essary and. ·che empirical 

propositions, a distinction that is asserted by the pqsiti

vists themselves.· Ayer, whe!'l he first expressed his linguistic 



theory of necessary proposition's, was a supporter of this 

extr.eme version. But latte.l! on he modifies his earlier 
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version and adopts a moderate one inst·ead. He now holds 

that necessary propositio~s are not themselves linguistic 

rules but are rather consequences of libguistic rules, i.e., 

conventions. • Just as it is a mistake to identify a priori 

propositions with empirical propositions about language•, 

Ayer holds, •so I now think that it is a mistake to say. that 

they are themselves linguistic rules• 7• 
' 

This linguistic thesis 0~ the positivists is an attack 

o~Kant's thesis that some a priori propositions are 

synthetic. But any philosopher who attacks Kant's thesis 

does not necessarily entertain this linguistic thes~s of 

necessary propositions. Lewis, for example, denies the 

existence of syntheti9 a priori propositions but he holds 

that the necessity of an analytic proposition ia not grounded 

in linguisticconventians, for if the truth-vaLue of a 

statement is ~ffectad by the change of linguistic rules, 

the statement is n.ot necessary .but empirical. 

(iii) The nec.eosary propositioos, the positivists hold, 
~ I 

are analytic. By characterising necessary propositioos as 

analytic they t"ant to mean that such propositions ·do not 

state anything new but simply explicate what we already mean. 

Here the expression •nothing new• refers to logical novelty 

and so psychological novelty is b~side the point8 • The .. 
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concluston of a deductive inf.erence is Psychologically new 

to the person who makes the iaference, tor otherwise he would 

not need infer at all. But this does not mean that the 

conclusion is not contained in the premises. But what is 

the test of this lack.of logical novelty, i~e., of 

analyticity ? As the positivists are conscious of the fact 

that all propositions are not of the. subject-predicate form, 

they generally prefer to say that a proposition is analytic 

if its truth fOllows simply fran· the meaning of the terms. 

But a more formal test of analyticity, used by them, is that 

a proposition is analytic if the denial of it results in a 

self-contradiction. This test, it may be noted, has been 

used by Kant also. We can not deny an analytic proposition, 

says Kant, without self-contradiction. 

Being influenced by Wittgenstein, the positivists 

identify analytical propositions with tautologies. A.s 

distinguished frcm a 1 synthetic sentence •, \l'rhich ccmmunicate 

a state of affairs • an analytic sentence, or to put it more 

clearly, a tautology', writes Schlick, 'has c: quite different 

function; it represents only a purely formal transformation 

of equivalent expressions, anq serves, therefore, only as a 

technical device within a proof, a deduction, a cal'culus 1 9 • 

A tautology b.1s been taken by the positivists to mean 

a statement which is composed of sane simpler statements in 

such a way that its truth-value is not affected by the 
.. 



truth-values of those simpler ones. 'Ihe propositioo. • either 

it is raining or it is not raining • is a tautology in this 

sense, and this is an analytical proposition also. But this 

definition of tautology does not adequately apply to all 

analytical propositions recognised by them, e.g., to the 

propos! tion • all bbdies are extended • • But the posi ti vista 

never say that sQ'ne analytical propositions are not tauto-

logies. 'nley rather use the term •tautology• in another sense 

also to make the expressions • analytic • and 1 tautologous • 

co-extensive. In thi~ second sense, a proposition is a 

tautology if it is true under every possible circumstance. 

In other words, the truth-value of a tautology is not 

affected by any possible change in the circumstances. 

The positivists hold that if any proposition is really, 

a pri~ri, it must be analytic or ~autologous •. A· proposition 

is a priori if its truth-value can be determined without any 

appeal to experience. And we are not required tb appeal to 

experience in determining the validity of that ·~reposition 

which does not state any fact of experience. 'l'he propos!-

tiona that do not state any fact of experience, 'i.e., which 

are true under all circwnstances are tautologies. 1hua the 
I> 

positivists ma~ntain that all a priori propositions without 
~ 

exception are tautologies or ana~ytic. 

The positivists argue thut. ''while it is true that we 

have a priori knowledge of necessary propositions, it is 

.. 
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' not true, as Kant supposed', that any of these necessary 

propositions are synthetic. 'They are without exception 

analytic pr~positions, or, in other woL·ds, tautologies 1110 • 

. . 
(iv) Necessary propositions, the poss~~ivists assert, 

are non-factual, they state nothing about the realm of 

existent things and events. No necessary proposition, Ayer 

holds, •provide any information about any matter of fact. 

In other words, they are entirely devoid of factual cont'ent. 

And it is for this reason that n·o' experience can confute 

them •11 • Fran the last statem.ent of Ayer it ; is clear that 

he can not :think of any explanation of the fact that •.the 

necessary propositions are not confuted by experience• other 

than the hypothesis that such propositions are factually 

vacuous. But what can or can not be. that can not be settled 

by what the positivist~ can or can nat, think. WB may, for 

example, say that a given necessary proposition is not 

confuted by experience for the simple reason that it is one 

of the conditions that make experience possible. This, of 

course, does not m~an that the thesis that the necessary 
Q 

propositions are non-factual can not be justified. by other 

means., 

Both Wittgenstein and the positivists are of the 

opinion that no a priori propositions are synthetic, i.e., 
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all a priori propositions are analytic. Let us present 

their argument in a series of four statements, all of 'which 

are shared by them. 

(1) All a priori propositions are necessary. 
·; 

(2) All necessary propositions are factually vacuous, i ·•·, 

lack in factual content. 

(3) No propositions which lack in factual content are 

synthetic • 

., . (4) No a priori propositions are synthetic, which may be 

restated as 'all a priori propositions are analyti~·, 

provided we accept the eXpressioos • analytic • and 

•synthetic' to be contradictory terms. 

'!he premi~es of this argument end the way in which they are 

arranged are such that anybody who accepts the premises is 

driven thereby to a1::cept the conclusion also. 'lbe s'econd 

point to be noted about this argurneu t is that Kant accepts . 
all the premiSeS SaV&~ (2) 1 and Ultimately he affirmS 8. 

statement which is not simply different fran (4), i.e., the 

conclusion but contradictory to it. 

"· · 'lhus the seco~<i premise"of the above argument, 'all 

necessary prdppsitioos are ~actually vacuous• creates a 

major. difference between Kant and the positivists. In 

connection with this proposition we may ask two relevant 

questions 1 

.. 

.. 



(a) The first ques·tion is about the status of the 

proposition. Is this propositipn (i) analytic a 
I , 
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· priori, (ii) synthetic;: a priori,· (iii) synthetic a · 

posteriori or (iv) simply an arbitrary convention ? 

(b) The second question cpncerns the. justific~tion or 

basis of it. Why should we accept it to· .be tJ:Ue ? 

If we can not justify it, it can not .be us~d to 

justify the conclusion also. But why do we accept it 

to be true ? 

Let us take the second question first'. lbe logic of 

the positivists is this. If a proposition states any 

situation or state of affairs, a change in the state qf 

affairs or facts 'will make a· change in the truth-value of 

the proposition also. But the truth-value of a nece::>sary 

proposition, say, 'it is either raining or not raining' . ' . 

remains unaffected in ~all circumstances. Hence, it states 

nothing at all about the circumstances. 

Let us take this argument for granted. Here the 

positivists are affi.Iming two propositions to be always· 
" true. One i~ that· 'a necessary proposition _does not change' 

and the other pne ;ls that 'cfrcumstances may
1 
change'. 'D'le 

second proposition is expected to cover all possible 

circumstances, and thus it is always true, no matter what 

circumstance it is we are referring to. In otiier words, 
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this is a necessary proposition, but about circumstances. .. 

But this is self-defeatin~, for the second premise, i.e., 

(2) asserts that all necessary propositions are factually 

vacuous. 'nlus the argument does not establish what it 

intends to establish. 

· It is, of course, to be noted here that in case of 

ca~al relations it seems reasonable to hold that if a 

proposition states any situation or state of a~fairs, a 

change in thestate of affairs or facts will make a change 

in the truth-value of the proposition also. A supposed 

cause of a given event is rejected in favour of another on 

tLB plea that the absence or presence of that event doe.G 

not make any corresponding change in· that supposed cause. 

But what is true in conn . ..:ctiob with causal relations 

may not hold good with reference to necessary propositions. 

And the empiricists, in fact~ do not identify causal 

relations with the necessity of necessary propositioils, 

which are, as stated by the positivi-->ts, identical with 

analytical propositions. 

Let us take up the first question now, the question 

regarding the status of the propqsition 'All necessary 

prop9sitions are factually v43,cuous •. 'lllis proposition 

should not b6> an aL·bitrary cuiwention, for ... 1 arbitrary 

convention, lacking in truth-value, can not be put in 

support of any truth. 'Ihus if the second premia~ is an 

.. 
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arbitrary convention, the conclusion of the argument will. be 

rendered unwarranted. 

' ' 
'lbe propositiCXl can npt be .synthetic a posteriori also, 

. 
for in that case it is admitted that it m~y not be always 

true, and with such a premise, if we can at all arrive at 

any truth, it can not be more than a contingent proposition. 

aut the conclusion of the above argument is intended to be 

al. ways true. 

It can not be analytic a priori, too. Eeoause in that 

case it is useless in establishing the desired conclus:!. . .Jn. 

An analytic a priori proposi.tio_n., accordir~g to the 

positivists, is uninformative, but the conclusion o~ this 

argument has been intended to convey information. A 

proposition which itself do~s not convey information can not 

make any proposition, sustained by it, any more informative. 

We are thus, leet with the last-alternative that the 

proposition in question is synthetic a priori. If I am not 

mistaken in including all the possible alternatives, we are 

to accept this last alternative, whether we like it or not. 

But it will be suicidal for "the positivists to accept it., 

fOr this is w~at L-!1ay try th~ir best to avoid. 'nley can not 
~ . 

expect to establish the conclusion 'no a priori proposition 

is synthetic' by already recognising the existence of, at 

least, one such proposition. 

.. 

.. 
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The difference of opinion between Kant and the logical 

positivists reg&rding the existence of synthetic a priori 

propositions seems, to sane extent, due tq an ambiguity in 

the meaning of the expression 'to know'. Unlike the 

synthetic-analytic distinction, 't;:he a priori-·a posteriori 

dis~inction is an epistemological one. To know a proposi

tion a priori is to know it to be true independently of 

experience. But what do we mean by •to know' 1 To 'know 

and to imply are not exactly the same. If any proposition 

'P 1 implies another proposition 'q', the implication 

certainly holds good whether we know it to be the case. Can 

we not claim to know something without knowing all the 

implicaticns of it 1 Do we know the meaning of 1 7 + 5 ~ 

without knowing that it implies '12 1 1 If we do nat then 

the positivists seem to be justified in asserting that the 

proposition • 7 + 5 • 12 • is not synthetic a priori. ~t if 

we answer the question affirmatively., Kant • s thesis will be 
• 0 

more plausible, and there ~re philosophers, l"ike Ewing, 'who 

accepts Kant's thesis that some propositions are synthetic 

a priori. Ewing12 does not ~acept it to be true that all a 

priori proposi~ions are bas~d an linguistic conventions and 

so are analytic in c0aracter. He criticises the positivists 

by holding that the very assertion that 'there are no 

synthetic a priori propositions' can convey any information 

.. 
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only if it is not a mare consequence of certain linguistic 

conventions, only if it is synthetic a priori. 

· Again, there are philosophers·, like C).linton, who ,will 
13 argue against Kant, Quinton holds, that synthetic 

I . '· 

propositicns can not be a priori·. He explicitly states· ·that' 

if a propOsition is true, it must be true either by virtue 

of definition or by v~rtue of experience. Synthetic 

propositions are, he holds, non-analytic propositions, and 

as an analytic proposition is true by virtue of its meaning 

or .definition, a synthetic proposition is true only by 

virtue of experience. ~ain, an a priori proposition is 

non-empirical and as non-empiric:al propositions.,_are .trile 

independently:of experience~ no'a priori 'proposition can be 

true by virtue of experience~ ~us an a priori proposition, 

so Quinton believes, can never be synthetic. 

We may.not agree with Quinton on the point that any 

proposition is true either by virtue of its meaning or 9Y 

virtue of expe~ience, .for this point has not been established 

by him. But one thirl:g is clear enough. Once we give our 

consent to it, Kant's thes~s can not but be rejected, since 
" his synthetic a priori propositions are neither true by . 

i definitions nor by experience. Kant's thesis may, however, 

survive if qe no inore claims· that his syntJ:etic a priori 

propositions are ~eally propositions. Walsh, for example, 
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holds that synt·J•.2tic a priori judgment:S are not judgments 

at all, for they are prescriptive in nature and so they are 

neither true nor false. ., 

We may at this point, however, note ~~anshard's objection 

agiiinst positivism14 • He argues that if all logical .laws are 

linguistic conventions ~d so. arbitrary, we shall fail to' 

expl'ain why we do follow ~me kin'd of logic rather than 'another. 

Modern logic, I think, is not an alternative to the 

Traditional one, though it is more general than the latter 
. . 

in application. There can be different alternative linguistic 

rules but not diffe:-ent alternative logic. ~e law of 

contradiction, for example, is a condition of the possibility 

of intelligibility itself. We can have an alternative to 

it only at the cost of intelligibility. 

L"'" VI J 

Kant makes the distinction between analytic and synthetic 

propositions in such a way that a priority ceases LJ be the 

monopoly of analytic propositions •. 'l'he positivists find . 
fault with this way of making the distinction and consequent-

ly they discard Kwlt's thesis that there are synthetic a 
I ' 

priori proposit~ons. 

W.Quine goes a step further. He finds fault not only 

with the Kan~ian way of making the distinctlon but with any 
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possible effort in this direction. If, as Quine holds, no 

satisfactory distinction can be made between analytic and 

synthetic: proposit.:t.ons, the question of subscribing to the 

thesis of •synthetic: a priori propositions• does not arise 

at all. Let us see how o.tine proceeds. 

Quine attacks the .notion of anaiyticity. ~ make his 

point clear he makes a distinction between two types of 

analytic statements. Sane analytiC: proposition.s are such 

that they are tru.e and remain true under all reinterpretations . . . 
of their canponents, other than logical particles. In other 

words, the truth-va.l-.le of these propositions r~main 

unaffected in ~11 possible interpretations of the consti

t'-;lents. These analytic propositions ere logically true. 

The proposition 'No unmarried man is married' or the 
' 

proposition • All birds are birds • is an example of this 

type. 

Analytic sta·tements, QJ.ine writes, 1 fall into two classes. 

Those of the first class, which may be called logic~lly true, 

are typified by a 

'· (1) No unmarried man is married. 

The relev~nt features o~ this example is that it is not 

merely is true as lt stands, but remains true under any and 

all reinte;rpretations of "man" and "unmar.ried•• •••• 
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But. there is also a secor1d class of analytic statements, 

typified oy : 

(2) No bachelor is married. 

The charac~eristiq.of such a statement is that it can be 

turned into a logical _;truth by putting synonyms for synonyms; 

thus (2) can be turned into (1) by putting "unmarried manu 

for its synonym 11 bachelor 11 • •
15 

· · 'l'he first tYP? of analytic propositions is not a problem · 
G 

to Quine because it is explained by him witli reference to 

logic.al truths, and he derives the notion of logical truth 

simply from a list of logical particles and the notion of 

truth itself. But the analytic propositions o~ the second 

type, Quine hold, _are not by themselves.logical truths, though 

it is possible to turn them into logical truths by simply 

substituting synon~ns for synonyms. The proposition 'No 

bachelor is married • is an example of this type. 'Lhe 

problem concerning the notion of 'analyticity• crops up . . 

at this point. How is this concept of •synonymy',i.e.~ 

' cognitive synonymy'· which 1depends on words having the same 

meaning for thought rather 'than on words having simply the 

same denotation, to be explained 1 .In· order to .clarify the 
. I • 

notion of analytic proposi~ion we mus~ explain.the notion 

of 'synonymy'. But how are we to determine that the 

expressions, e.g., 'cachelor• and 'umnarried' a~e 

synonymous 1 It is, of course, true that these two expre-

ss ions are use·d as interchangeable expressions. But 

" 
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synonymity, Quine·holds, can not be explain~d as 

interchangeability. Interchangeability is a wider expression 

than synonymy. 'l'he expressions •creature with a heart• and 

•oreature with kidneys• are interchangeable but they are 

interchangeable Liot because Of any sameness Of meaning but 

because of an accidental factor that they happen always to 

apply to the same thing. ·But the notion. of snyonymy or, 

more precisely, cognitive synonymy does not depend on 

accidental factors. If the synonYmy of 'bachelor• an~ 

•unmarried' were dependent on cp.ccidental factors, the analytic 
I 

proposition 'No bachelor i.s marri<3d1 ' could not have beeri 

turned into a logical truth. 

It might be suggested.that the two expressions 'bachelor• 

and •unmarried • are aynonymous if the proposition • No 

bachelor is married'' is an analytic propositiOD. Synonymity 

may be ·explain~d, Quine holds, with reference to analyticity, 

b1.~t in that ca$e our explanatioo will be something like 

circular, for we have taken the notion of synonymy to . . . 
explain that of analyticity. 'lhus Ol'ine is of the opinion 

that no .satisfactory distinct'ion can ever be made between 
1\ .. 

analytic a~d synthetic prop0$itians. 
. . 

. I • 
Quine's second thesis in connection with analyticity is 

that even if a distinction is made ~tween analytic and . . 
synthetic proposition~, the distinction could not be made 
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absolute. A proposi.tion is analytic or synthe~ic only ·with 

reference to a particular system, certain contexts. 'lhus a 

proposition, a~ such, is neither analytic nor synthetic. 
I 

'nlis thesis is based on ~ina's repudiation of the dogma of 

reductionism, which makes a sharp distinction between 

statements. There are no stc.tements,. it is ~aid, 'that 

depend for· their truth on a direct confrontation with 

experience'. Any distinction between different kinds of 

statements can, at best, be relative. 

L.- VII J 

A similar view is also held by Waismann. The 

proposition 'I see with my eyes', he maintains, may be. 

interpreted as an ·analytic p~oposition and it may also be 
• 

interpreted, with equal plausibility, as a synthetic one. 

If whatever I see with are called 'eyes', the proposition 

becanes an analytic one. Again, as it is a matte~ of fact 

that we see with our eyea and not with any otb:~r organs, the 

proposition shoul:l be taken to be synthetic. 'Dlus waismann 

denies any sharp distinctioq between analytic and synthetic 

propositions. 

• 
If Quine is right, we can no more .extent support to the 

thesis that there are aynthetic a priori propositions.· If 

no proposition is absolut~ly synthetic or if the analytic 

.. 
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-synthetic distinction is 'not at all ·tenable, kant's thesis 

that some judgments are both synthetic and a priori can not 

be s~stained. 

It is, of course, not the case that ~ine's theses have 

received general acceptance. Against both the theses of · 

Quine objections may be raised. His first thesis is based 

on the failure to define the uotion of synonymy. This 

failure, Grice and strawson hold, is due to ~ine 1 s refusal 

to understand. The notions of analyticity, necessity and 

cognitive synonymy, they maintain, belong to the same 

family of terms. As we. can not adequately explain any of 

these terms with refe.tence to another teon belonging to a 

separate family, we must take recourse to another teon of 

the same family. But QJ.ine will not accept 1 as explanations 

of any one of them, accounts which involve reference to· 
. 16 

other members of t1·1e family 1 
•• 

9 

As regards Quine's second thesis it mayibe said that 

the rejection of the dogma of reductionism, by itself, does 

not make a sharp distinction between analytic and synthetic 

propositions impossible. Eveq if we accept the view that 
. ' 

" 
there is no statement which depends for its truth on a direct 

I • 
confrontation with experience, statement in which the £actual ,. 

. component is everything, it' does not follow that there is no 

statement in which the linguistic component is everything. 
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